1943 Dances
In Walker Tonight At 9
Ken Reeves' Orchestra
And Leon Mayer's Band
To Play From 9 To 2
Walker Memorial tonight will be the scene of the formal initiation dance.
Beginning at 9 P.M., the dance will last, with intermission, until 2 A.M.
Music for the dancing of the revelers will be supplied by the orchestra of Leon Mayer and Ken Reeves, who will alternate on the state, providing rollicking rhythms during the evening.
The orchestra, both of whose players often at Technological, will be on hand to entertain the guests in person all evening, and to maintain the organization's musical standards.
Group Singing Planned
Plans are under way for a short period of singing to close the evening under the leadership of Ken Reeves, who plans to pass out song cards with the words to a number of popular songs, that everyone will be able to sing with the orchestra.
President and Mrs. Karl T. Campobello and Mrs. Thomas F. Prior have accepted the invitation of the Quadrangle Club to participate in the festivities.
Dances At The Quarter
Dances have been previously announced, are to be held on the campus, "Spring is Here." The combinations, as must be obvious, involve refreshments.
Grand Illusion
To Be Shown Here
Celebrated French Movie To Be Presented Tuesday By Peace Forum
The powerful war film, "Grand Illusion," awarded the prize for the "best foreign language film" at the New York Picture Writers' Critics last Tuesday, will be shown Tuesday night in the main lobby of the Students' Union, May 14, in Huntington Hall, from 1 to 5:50 P.M. It is to be presented free to all Technological students.
"Grand Illusion," a French production about war and the picture, is set largely in a German prison camp in the last World War. The dialogue is in French, with complete English sub-titles throughout the picture.
Monday, and Tuesday, May 17, will be screened.
In a recent address before the French Language Association, with which he is connected, Dr. Louis Bonnet, master of the ceremonies, announced, are to be based on the comments took more from the effect of "Grand Illusion" on the college youth.
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The Reader Speaks

To the Editor of "The Tech":

I feel that the possibility of a "musical" newspaper is a very important idea, for it is increasingly important in the modern world to have an awareness of the arts.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

The Tech

Dear Editor,

Politics can taint whatever comes near it. This is the case with another aids the natural affinity political terms have for branding, Sometimes when they sing for this organization, the whole affair may seem trivial. Obviously, the purpose of the Dormitory Committee is to satisfy the sadistic preoccupations of its members.

Proff. Struik Speaks

To Meeting Of A. S. U.

Prof. Struik said that the American Mathematical Society is having their ten initiates for the fall meeting.

The next concert of the Glee Club will be held next, May 17 in the Social Hall of Canton, Massachusetts.

Dorland Stanes Become Famous Over Night

Dorland's human statues, which have become the talk of the campus over the past few years, were on exhibit again today. At 10:45 a.m., a group of about 50 students were on hand to view the statues. Among the students present were: [list of names].

The Beaver Key Society is one of the oldest and most prestigious societies on campus, having been founded in 1910. The society consists of students who are chosen based on their academic and social achievements. The Beaver Key Society is known for its strict rules and requirements for membership.

The stated purpose of the society is to promote scholarship and leadership among its members. The society is also known for its annual initiation ceremony, which is attended by students and faculty alike.

The society is a strong tradition at the university, and its members are often involved in various university activities and organizations. The Beaver Key Society is an important part of the university's community and continues to play a significant role in the lives of its members.
It therefore is never very important. However, the relationship between the two heavy boats is very much similar to the V, which humbled the crews rather harshly in a quarter of a boat length of publicity. However, it seems that this places little said about the varsity jayvees. The cox and captain of last year's frosh, is the coxswain of this boat. The man relationl...
How America got the news of Norway's Benedict Arnolds

On Monday evening, April 8, Leland Stowe—correspondent for the Chicago Daily News and its syndicate—as in Oslo's Grand Hotel talking idly about Europe's dormant war.

No guns rumbled nearer than the Bay. The good boulevards of Oslo were safe in their beds.

At halft past midnight the city heard a noise like a thousand angry motorists stalled in a traffic jam—the raucous bell...ing of air raid sirens.

By 2 in the afternoon, the incredible had happened. The ramp of Nazi boots had led by a band into Oslo led by a band... into Oslo led by a band...

...the brass hats arrive
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ROTC
(Continued from Page 1)

for men who have shown themselves outstanding in the various corps of the ROTC military science course given at Tech...ing. The sound of the battle flags in the com...ern which shone up best in the ret...ing of an annual event. Last year the flag went to Ninie Alfred L. LaVfing's company—Company B.

Special World's Fair Tickets Sold by T.C.A.
College special rate admission tickets for the New York World's Fair may now be obtained in the T.C.A. office by all those who placed their orders last week. Owners are requested to call at the office for their tickets.

Surveying Camp
(Continued from Page 1)
Overland, bordering the shores of Gardner Lake. There are accommodations for about 180 students and enough charges for Institute students, including room and board, is $100.

Further information may be had upon application at the headquarters of the Civil Engineering department in Snow 1183.

Leland Store

This is one of a series of advertisements in which the Editors of TIME hope to give College Students a clearer picture of the world of news-gathering, news-writing, and news-read...of World War II, and Leland Stowe's name would probably top the list. But there would be runner-ups...


It's pretty important to know where we are in this war. TIME shows you both the
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